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Wherever I go, I sport a suitable outfit 
in the garden on Saturday, church on Sunday 
school on Monday and then Friday. 
You will know which day is which. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

I never wear skirts; I'm not that old.  
The cool flap of my gray pant legs gives me confidence 
for the challenging work teachers have at the ready. 
When work becomes demanding, I know just the trick. 
I release the top button on my blue cotton shirt and 
turn my neck until I feel my tense shoulders relax. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
By Friday tapered Levis allow me full range of motion  
as I speed through the halls and spaces between tables in class.  
They kiss the top of my red walking shoes 
that I tie with neon-pink laces. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Next morning, a red apron holds shears, scoop, and water.                
Black shorts let my T-shirt declare "Plays in Dirt" in front and 
"Plant Manager" in back. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I sit quietly during worship in slacks with a subtle stripe  
and a vest over a white ruffled blouse.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I once heard that outfits make the girl; they sure make the many faces of me,  
I've learned to love each face each week. 
I hope they never, ever change. 

-  

                 

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Text #1 is a narrative poem. It is divided into major mental pictures. Read it to yourself. 
Then mark the words and phrases that identify settings and characters. 

The Many Faces of Me 

 ELAGSE5RL4,10 
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Text #2 relates to Text #1 in a way that you will soon discover. As you  
highlight the words and phrases that identify settings and characters.  

Fitting In 

#1 It was the first day of school and the first year that I was excited to go. I took a 
test and qualified to attend Stuttgart Magnet School of Science and Mathematics. Mom 
cleaned and pressed my new clothes, and dad waited for me in his car in the driveway. 
Stuttgart Magnet was out of my school zone, and the bus that stopped at my house did 
not transport students out of zone. Dad had to drive me each day, and he agreed to drop 
me off in the block before the school. His car was a hand-me-down fishing car from 
Uncle Harry, the president of a local bank. It had several shades of beige and lines of rust.  
There were scratches and dents scattered around. People could hear dad coming for two 
blocks before he passed them by. 

#2 As the engine idled by the curb, he grinned and said, "You are looking right smart, 
there, Sport" and tousled my hair. I stepped out of the car, stood tall, and poked out my 
chest to fill up my blue oxford-cloth shirt. I looked in the side-view mirror and moved the 
knot of my tie just a bit to the right. I checked that my khaki pants touched the top of my 
brown penny loafers, and I smiled back, "Thanks, dad. I'm going to make you and mom 
proud." 

"We're already proud of you, Elliott. You just go do your very best, OK?" 

"Yes sir," I saluted like dad did in the picture on his return from the Iraq War. 

#3 Last year, I slipped into Morningside School so nobody saw me. I wore used 
clothes then, but I looked about the same every day. I wore worn-out Levis with holes in 
them from my older brother. They looked nothing like the preshrunk, fine-seamed jeans 
that all the other boys wore. Over-large flannel or cotton shirts hung on me, and Mom 
rolled up the cuffs to make the sleeves fit. My only good friend, Eliza, said I looked 
comfortable. That's the only positive comment I recall. I hoped to forget it all soon.    

   # Each numbered section of the text creates a mental picture for readers. 
     Continued on next page ... 
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 Word Study of the Story 

 

No. Key terms  2+ synonyms and a definition Role in the text 

Ex: insisted 

mental picture # ____ 
demand, ask repeatedly 

To persist in doing or asking to do 

something 

The author uses insisted to emphasize how 

excited Eli was to have his own outfits. 

1 anxious 

mental picture # ____ 

 

 

 

worried, nervous 

Apprehensive about something 

 

Anxious emphasizes that even when Eli 

accepted to Stuttgart, he is still worried 

abo  

2 hand-me-down 

mental picture # ____ 

 

 

inherited, passed along 

Describes something given down 

from one generation to the next or 

one sibling to a younger one 

The author uses hand-me-down to stress 

o poor to afford to buy 

his own car and instead had to drive his 

 

3 idled  

mental picture # ____ 

 

run in neutral, standstill, or 

motionless 

For an engine of a vehicle to run 

without moving 

The author uses idle to indicate that 

lets his used car continue to run when he 

stops to let him out. 

4 quipped 

mental picture # ____ 

 

 

joked, jested 

Made a clever, witty, or playful 

remark 

The author uses quipped 

tried to be funny to make him feel better. 

5 slipped 

mental picture # ____ 

 

 

sneaked, entered noiselessly 

Passed quickly or smoothly by 

The author uses slipped to show that Eli was 

so embarrassed about his clothes at 

Morningside School that he tried to enter 

school every day unnoticed. 

6 transport 

mental picture # ____ 
carry, take, or deliver                           

To move from one place to another 

The author uses transport to explain why Eli 

 

In the first read of Text #2, it is important to locate and focus on the key terms that carry 
the message of the text. How do the words the author chooses help explain his / her style 
and values or beliefs about the topic? 

Applied comprehension 

ELAGSE5RL4, W2d, L4a, L5a-c 
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 Elements of Fiction in the Story 

 

Element 1 - Character(s)..  
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the emotional and mental condition of the main character appears. 
Include any changes or growth in the character arc. 

so  that he asks to walk the last block to school. Excited then anxious, Eli 

lets the uniform be his symbol that school life will be great. 

 Element 2 - Plot..  
In 1-2 sentences, explain how clearly the problem and resolution appear. 
The problem, climax, and resolution in the passage appear in vivid mental pict

n- -me-down fishing car  The climax is when his mom is putting 

together a school uniform. The resolution shows Eli riding in the car with a bag of uniforms on his lap. 

 Element 3 - Setting(s) . 

In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the physical location or social environment appear. 
s 

 family, even the jokester, Max. 

 Element 4 - Point(s)-of-View.. 

In 1-2 sentences, explain how clearly the main character's way of considering things, opinions, or feelings 
of the situation appear. 

, especially his anxiety, return again and again without warning. The author points out that Eli 

applied to go to Stuttgart, implying that he believes he can overcome his situation. 

 Element 5 - Theme(s) . 

In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the author shows what the narrative is about. Include any values 
about life or views on the world that the author implies. 
The author clearly communicates his or her values and shows how important it is for family members to be 

ol uniforms are good for a 

-esteem. 

 Element 6  Style.. 

In 1-2 sentences, explain what makes the story engaging. Was it the writer's word choice, tone, humor, 
suspense, surprise, or the characters' dialect or intelligence? 
The author uses word choice to support his message. His vocabulary changes from more formal to detailed 

shing car from Uncle Harry, the president of a local 

bank  st ... scratches, and dents scattered around  

 

 

After the first read of Text #2, you have a basic understanding of the text. It is time to 
evaluate how clearly the author presents the elements of fiction in the story. Refer to the 
text to respond to each element. 

Evaluative comprehension
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Selected Responses   

 Item 1. 
lly?  

A. "His car was a hand-me-down fishing car from Uncle Harry ..."  
B. "Instead of getting excited and jumping up and down, I became really anxious." 
C. "All I could think is that Mom and Dad had no money for new clothes of any kind." 
D. all the above 

 

 Item 2. 
Which word would BEST replace idled in this story? 

A. ran 
B. burned 
C. sat motionless 
D. turned on 

 

 Item 3. 
Which detail from the story BEST captures the  

A.  School  
B. -large flannel or cotton shirts hung on me, and Mom rolled up the cuffs to make the sleeves 

 
C.  

 
D. and poked out my chest to fill up my blue oxford-cloth  

 

 Item 4.   
Which of the following items was NOT part of the new uniforms the narrator bought? 

A. long pants 
B. short pants 
C. knit shirt 
D. khaki vest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on your reading of the story Fitting In  complete these selected responses to help 
lock in your understanding of the story.  

Objective assessment 

 ELAGSE5RL1-2,4 
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Constructed Response  Fitting In  

The Writing Prompt 

What is the MOST LIKELY reason Eli is anxious about being accepted to a prestigious school? Use 
evidence (details, key terms, and ideas) from the story to support your answer. 

The 2-point Rubric 
Pts The response achieves the following ... 

2 

Gives sufficient evidence of how to analyze the central idea of an informational text 
 Adequately explains the central idea with clear relevant evidence from the text 
 Explains how it fits into the overall structure and contributes to the text 
 Includes specific examples / details that make clear reference to the text. 

1 

Gives limited evidence of how to analyze the central idea of an informational text 
 Attempts a vague explanation of the central idea with little evidence from the text 
 Explains how it fits into the overall structure and contributes to the text 
 Includes vague examples / details from the remaining text. 

0 

Gives no evidence of analyzing the central idea of an informational text, no explanation of 
 Its central idea. 
 How it fits into the overall structure and contributes to the text. 
 Specific examples / details that make clear reference to the text. 

Sample of Constructed Responses   

2 
points 

Teacher expectations: Write at least 3-4 sentences and use at least 2-3 key terms from the Word Study in your 
response.  
Text #2 key terms: anxious, hand-me-down, idled, insisted, quipped, slipped, transport  

Eli is anxious about being accepted to a magnet school because his family is too poor to afford the kind 

of clothes other kids wear. We first learn about the his 

hand-me-down The author describes the car as being covered with rust, scratches, and 

dents scattered around  P

spends a lot of time worrying about his appearance. The third mental picture Last 

year I slipped in Morningside school so nobody saw me  with his -out Levis with holes, 

over-large  shirts, and rolled up cuffs  quires uniforms, Eli ends up getting 

two uniforms for himself! 

1  
point 

Eli is anxious about being accepted to a prestigious school because his family has very little money. His 

brother Max mows lawns to make money, but Eli is too young to work in a store. You can tell Eli feels 

  

0 
points 

Eli is probably anxious about going to a prestigious school because he is not as smart as the other kids 

net school supposed to be harder than a regular one?  

 

 

 

Based on your reading of the story Fitting In  construct your response to this writing 
prompt.  

Written assessment
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Extended Constructed Response  Change the Point of View 

The Writing Prompt 
Think about: You have read "Fitting In  Think about the ideas, word choices, facts, and details 
that you could use if you told this story in the voice of another character.  
Write about: Rewrite the stor -of-view. Use the voice of one of 

 and write in 1st person.  

  The 4-point Rubric 

Pts   Student's response ... 

4 

... is a well-developed narrative with vivid real / imagined experiences based on a text as a 
stimulus. 

 Organizes events in a sequence but with some gaps or ambiguity 
 Effectively establishes a situation and introduces a narrator and / or character 
 Organizes an event sequence that unfolds naturally 
 Uses narrative techniques, dialogue, description, and pacing to develop events, settings, or characters 
 Uses words or phrases to indicate sequence of events, time frames, or settings 
 Uses precise words, phrases, and sensory language consistently to convey experiences and events 
 Provides a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events 
 Integrates ideas and details from source material effectively 
 Has very few or no errors in usage and / or conventions that interfere with meaning. 

3 

... is a complete narrative, developing real / imagined experiences based on a text as a stimulus. 
 Organizes events in a sequence but with some gaps or ambiguity 
 Establishes a situation and introduces one or more characters 
 Organizes events in a clear, logical order 
 Uses narrative techniques, dialogue, description, and pacing to develop events, settings, or characters 
 Uses words or phrases to indicate sequence of events, time frames, or settings 
 Uses words, phrases, and details to convey experiences and events 
 Provides an appropriate conclusion 
 Integrates some ideas and / or details from source material 
 Has few or no errors in usage and / or conventions that interfere with meaning. 

2 

... is an incomplete or oversimplified narrative based on a text as a stimulus.  
 Organizes events in a sequence but with some gaps or ambiguity 
 Attempts narrative techniques, dialogue, description, and pacing to develop events, settings, or characters 
 Uses occasional signal words inconsistently to indicate sequence of events, time frames, or settings 
 Uses some words or phrases inconsistently to convey experiences and events 
 Provides a weak or ambiguous conclusion 
 Attempts to integrate ideas or details from source material 
 Has frequent errors in usage and conventions that sometimes interfere with meaning. 

1 

... provides evidence of an attempt to write a narrative based on a text as a stimulus. 
 Provides a weak or minimal introduction of a situation or a character 
 May be too brief to demonstrate a complete, smooth sequence of events well connected to the text  
 Shows little or no attempt to use dialogue, description, and pacing to develop events and / or characters 
 Uses words that are inappropriate, overly simple, or unclear 
 Provides a minimal or no conclusion 
 May use few if any ideas or details from source material 
 Has frequent major errors in usage and conventions that interfere with meaning. 

 

 
 

Written assessment

 ELAGSE5RL2,4,6, ELAGSE5W3a,d, W4 (revising), W10 
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Teacher model of an Extended Constructed Response 

Change the point-of-view 

4 
points 

I was excited to drive my son Eli to class for the first day of the new school year.  

clanging 

embarrassed by my set of wheels. He surprised me when he asked,  

 

This was unusual. Eli always had me drop him off the block before the school so 

-up car.  

Are you sure, s  

 

When we arrived at the school turnaround, Eli hopped out of the car. Another 

student, Luke, w

embarrassed to have my rickety car beside such a nice SUV. When Luke stepped out 

from the backseat, he was wearing a blue oxford-cloth shirt, a tie, khakis, and brown 

penny loafers just like Eli. I looked at Eli and noticed we both had a sense of relief on 

our faces. 

,  

 at  

smile. I had to work to keep from shedding a tear. I think Eli 

noticed my eyes looked moist as he walked up to the car to make sure everything was 

OK.  

 

  en 

 

      As I drove off into the morning sun, I saw Eli in the rearview mirror walk into 

the doors of his school. This time I finally believed that he was proud of me as a 

father, too. 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 ELAGSE5RL2,4,6, ELAGSE5W3a,d, W4 (revising), W10 


